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Abstract – In the world economy, exporting countries, which
supply goods, importing countries that form demand for goods,
interact, and third countries act as exporters and importers.
Products and services that are traded on world markets are the
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economy of any country. Therefore, the subject and the method
of studying the global economy is a three-sector model of the
world economic system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Under present conditions, it is quite obvious that both the
crisis of fundamental economic science and the crisis of the
practice of the global economy are marked. During the last
century, the world capitalist system finally emerged and even
its peculiarities appeared at the stage of globalization. This
served as a basis for some scientists to begin to identify the
patterns of development of global capitalism [1-18]. At
present, the world economy is a single global economic
system with complex connections between its elements, in
which almost all countries, including the former socialist
states, act. The global economic crisis of 2008-2009 was a
graphic illustration of the close internal interconnection of all
countries and all sectors of economies, as well as the high
vulnerability of the modern global capitalist system.
The world economy, unlike the national economy of a
particular country, has the following features. When the
national economy of a particular country is studied, then an
individual reproduction process is considered, i.e. production,
distribution, exchange and consumption of gross output and
domestic product of a particular country. As you know, the
reproductive process of a particular country is carried out due
to the fact that part of the gross output and national product is
sold on the domestic market of the country, and the other part
on the external world markets. Therefore, the subject of
studying the national economy is mainly the mechanism of
functioning of domestic markets and their impact on the
reproduction process. When the world economy is studied,

then the subject of research is the mechanism of functioning of
world markets due to gross output and national product
coming to the rest of the world from national economies, as
well as their influence on the reproduction process of all
countries. Thus, the world economy is, as a comparison, a
certain reservoir in which "water resources" flow in the form
of goods exported by some countries (products, services,
works and other assets) and "water resources" flow out in the
form of goods imported by other countries to maintain the
national economy in an equilibrium state. Thanks to the world
economy and its markets, there is a specific exchange of goods
for income between its individual territories (regions), which
can be individual countries or associations of countries. When
studying the world economy, it is necessary to focus on
international economic relations, world markets and their
influence as an external factor on the national economies of
individual countries.
II. METHOD
What does the national economy of each country connect
with the world commodity markets or the world economy?
Each country with its national economy as a subject of
international economic relations is characterized, in our
opinion, primarily by the fact that it can have three variants of
behavior: act only as an exporter, or only as an importer of
goods and, finally, as an exporter and importer at the same
time. In the first case, a certain state implements on the world
markets a proposal (as a seller) of goods and forms foreign
exchange earnings, in the second case acts as a buyer and
carries out demand in exchange for its foreign exchange
earnings, and in the third case it is both a seller and a buyer of
goods. Therefore, countries of the world can be classified into
countries net exporters and net importers, i.e. having
respectively excess of exports over imports or vice versa, as
well as countries that have the equality of exports and imports
of goods
An important criterion in the classification of countries is
the qualitative characteristics of exported and imported goods.
In our opinion, the most common grouping of goods at use
value is the following classification:
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- goods of industrial purpose, according to K. Marx, the
products of the branches of division I, and according to J.M.
Keynes, capital goods [19];
- goods of consumer purpose, according to Karl Marx's
views, the products of the branches of division II, and
according to J. M. Keynes, consumer goods [20];
- financial, credit, foreign exchange and other similar
values; securities of corporations, precious metals and stones,
derivatives and other so-called instruments of monetary, credit
and other financial markets;
- movable and immovable luxury in the form of land,
castles, art valuables, antiques, jewelry, historical artifacts,
expensive ships, aircraft, cars and other vehicles;
- objects of intellectual property: scientific discoveries and
inventions, modern technologies and similar goods;
- products of the military-industrial complex, military
services, equipment and technologies, movable and
immovable property of military purpose;
- non-reproducible natural resources that are in real
ownership [9].
The above-mentioned grouping can also be detailed by
dividing into products-goods, services-goods and work-goods,
as well as goods produced and consumed by organizations, in
particular transnational corporations, and goods consumed by
the broad strata of the population (wage labor) and the rich
population (the owners of various assets). With the second
half of the XX, it becomes important to divide both the
national economy and the world economy at least into the
following sectors:
- sector of economy, which produces the various types of
economic activities, such as goods-products, goods-works
(construction, research, etc.) and goods-services of industrial
purpose (capital goods) for organizations;
- sector of economy, which produces consumer products
and services for individuals or consumer goods for the
population;
- sector of economic activities that provide financial and
credit services, carrying out transactions with real estate,
luxury goods for organizations and individuals.
III. RESULT
Recognition of the division of the national economy into
two sectors (according to Karl Marx - into two subdivisions,
and according to J.M. Keynes - into two groups of industries),
in our opinion, allowed many scientists in the 20th century to
identify the following macroeconomic relationships between
effective demand and supply; autonomous and stimulating
investments; multiplier and accelerator; consumption and
savings; marginal propensity to consume and investment;
multiplier of investments and employment; investments and
savings; wages and employment [21].
The study of the reproductive process of the national
economy using a two-sector approach (division of the
macroeconomics into groups of industries producing means of

production and consumer goods) made it possible to determine
the factors influencing the rate of its economic growth [22;
23]. The study of the world economic relations of the global
economy from the point of view of its division into the above
three sectors makes it possible to discover the modern laws of
the reproduction process, to determine the factors of economic
growth and the causes of the global crisis of the mega
economy.
The most important methodological prerequisite for the
reproductive process of the world economic system and its
growth is the equality of aggregate demand and aggregate
supply in world markets: consumer goods and services to the
population; capital goods and services (means of production
and production services to organizations); financial and credit
services to organizations and individuals (in financial
markets). The equilibrium condition of the world economic
system can be observed only if proportional development of
the above sectors of the world economy is observed. Under the
proportional development of the three sectors of the world
economy, we mean the equality of the aggregate of goods
offered for sale in exchange for the effective demand of
buyers of goods [24; 25]. The export of goods from national
economies to world markets is a proposal, and the import of
goods into national economies is a form of effective demand
expression.
To consider the equilibrium state of the world economy,
let us turn to the conditional scheme of extended public
reproduction of the mega economy. Let us assume that in
2017, there are the following initial data on the state of global
economic relations, exports of manufactured goods and,
accordingly, imports of goods on world markets:
I. 2500c1 + 2000v1 + 1500m1 = 6000w1;
II. 2000c2 + 1800v2 + 2200m2 = 6000w2;
III.1000c3 + 1800v3 + 1200m3 = 4000w3;
5500с + 5600v + 4900m = 16000w,
where I, II, III - respectively, the first, second and third
sectors of the world economy. The first sector is the
production of capital goods, the second is production of
consumer goods, including services, for the population, and
the third is financial services for the population and
organizations;
– c1, c2, c3 – material costs and depreciation in the gross
output of exported goods, respectively, in the first, second and
third sectors of the world economy;
– v1, v2, v3 – the costs of living labor (wages of employees)
in the gross output of exported goods, respectively, in the first,
second and third sectors of the world economy;
– m1, m2, m3 – surplus value (in monetary terms, gross
profit) in the gross output of exported goods, respectively, in
the first, second and third sectors of the world economy;
– w1, w2, w3 – gross output of goods, respectively, in the
first, second and third sectors of the world economy. All the
conventions adopted by us correspond to the available
statistical data in the international system of national accounts.
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In the above system of equations, all the conditions of the
extended reproduction process and the growth of the world
economic system are observed. The first condition means the
excess production of the means of production of the first
sector of the world economy (which determines the
corresponding value of supply in world markets, i.e. exports of
goods from national economies) over the consumed means of
production in the three sectors of the national economies of
countries (which causes the corresponding demand or imports
into national economies):
2500c1 + 2000v1 + 1500m1 > 2500c1 + 2000c2 + +1000c3
or 2000v1 + 1500m1 > >2000c2 + 1000c3.
Consequently, this condition allows additional investments
in real sectors of national economies or expanded reproduction
of gross output and national product in the next period of time
(for example, in 2018).
From the second condition it follows that the aggregate
national income of the countries of the world, obtained
through the export of goods to world markets, exceeds the
consumer goods and financial services that they export for
households (the population): 5600v + 4900m > (2000c2 +
1800v2 + 2200m2) + (1000c3 + 1800v3 + 1200m3).
This condition means that the national income can be used
not only for the purpose of consumption, but also for real
investments and investments in financial assets.
Based on the equilibrium condition of the world economic
system, the distribution of the gross output of goods exported
to world markets and goods imported from world markets, as
well as of the gross national product, could be carried out in
2017 as follows. Conditions for the equality of the aggregate
supply to world markets (exports of goods) and aggregate
demand in world markets (imports of goods):
I. 2500c1+278∆c1+2000v1+224∆v1+ 998m1/х = 6000w1;
II. 2000c2+148∆c2+1800v2+134∆v2 +1918m2/х = 6000w2;
III.1000c3 +
4000w3.

74∆c3 +1800v3 +

42∆v3 +1084m3/х

=

5500с + 500∆c +5600v + 400∆v+4000m/х = 16000w,
where Δc1,2,3 – increase in material costs including the cost
of consumption of fixed capital (depreciation charges) due to
imports of goods from world markets, respectively, in the first,
second and third sectors;
– ∆v1,2,3 - increase in wages of hired workers and increase
in consumption of consumer goods and services by the
population due to their own cash income, as well as cash and
in-kind payments from state and non-profit organizations;
– m1,2,3/х (m1,2,3 – Δc1,2,3 – Δv1,2,3) – the remaining part of
the surplus value (net profit) used for the acquisition of
financial and credit assets and other speculative purposes;
– w1,2,3 – gross output of products and services at market
prices.
The goods of the first sector are fully realized in the
direction of expansion of production in 2018, i.е. solvent
demand for capital goods and services (imports into national

economies of countries) is equal to the commodity supply
(export of capital goods from national economies to world
markets): 2500c1+278∆c1+2000с2+148∆с2+1000с3+74∆с3 =
=2500c1+278∆c1+2000v1+224∆v1+998m1/z.
The distribution of the gross output of the second sector
goods (consumer goods and services for the population) with
the equality of demand (import) and supply (export) could be
in 2017 as follows:
2000v1+224∆v1+1800v2+134∆v2+1800v3+42∆v3=
=2000c2+148∆c2+1800v2+134∆v2+1918m2/х or
2000v1+224∆v1+1800v3+42∆v3
2000c2+148∆c2+1918m2/z.

=

From the above conditional scheme of the sectors of the
economy, it can be seen that the share of sector I accounts for
37.5% of the total gross output of goods (16000w,) (6000w1 :
16000w × 100%), sector II - 37,5% (6000w2 : 16000w ×
100%), and sector III - 25,0% (4000w2 : 16000w × 100%).
Now let us look at how the financial and credit services
could be implemented in the third financial sector of the world
economy: 998m1/х + 1918m2/х + 1084m3/х =
= 1000c3+74∆c3 +1800v3 +42∆v3+1084m3/х or
998m1/х+1918m2/х = =1000c3+74∆c3 +1800v3 +42∆v3
Thus, an important condition for the equilibrium of the
global economic system is the equality of purchasing power of
currency (mostly due to convertible currency) demand
(imports), on the one hand, and demand (exports) of financial
and credit services to the third sector of the world economy,
on the other hand:
m1/х +m2/х + m3/х = c3 + ∆c3 + v3 + ∆v3 +m3/х.
These transactions are reflected in the international system
of national accounts as net lending (+) or as net borrowing (-)
in global financial markets.
As a result of international export-import transactions,
transactions on world markets, the factors of production
(capital and labor) could be divided among the three sectors
by the beginning of 2018 as follows:
I. 2778c1 + 2224v1;
II. 2148c2 + 1934v2;
III.1074c3 + 1842v3.
Then, if the organic structure of capital is preserved, the
rate of surplus-value (m1 : v1 = 0,75; m2 : v2 = 1,22; m3 : v3 =
0,67) in 2018, the following amounts of gross are released:
I. 2778c1 + 2224v1 + 1668m1 = 6670w1
II. 2148c2 + 1934v2 + 2364m2 = 6446w2
III.1074c3 + 1842v3 + 1228m3 = 4144w3.
6000с + 6000v + 5260m = 17260w.
Thus, the aggregate output of gross output for export in
world markets in 2018 may amount to 17,260 monetary units,
i.е. economic growth can be equal to: 17260 : 16000 =
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1,07875 or an equal increase of 7,875%. However, this is an
abstract conditional example. The equilibrium in the world
economic system depends on many factors. For the
equilibrium of the world economic system and the rates of
economic growth in the context of globalization (equality of
aggregate demand and supply of goods of three sectors), the
proportion in which profit (surplus value) is divided into
accumulated (∆c), consumed (∆v) and transaction (m/х) parts,
i.е. the surplus value (profit) breaks up into the following
directions of use:
m1 = ∆c1 + ∆v1 + m1/х;

of banking operations in the economy (housing construction
and mortgage lending) of a separate country (USA), then it
covered all of its financial sector, and then caused a crisis of
real sectors of national economies of most countries in the
world. The causes of global capitalism are the same as those
of capitalism at the previous stages of its development. They
are of essential or natural character; only the forms of
manifestation change.
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